Incorporation of DUF/FACT into chromatin enhances the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA.
DNA unwinding factor (DUF) was discovered as an essential DNA replication factor in Xenopus egg extracts. DUF consists of an HMG protein and a homolog of Cdc68p/Spt16p, and has the capability of unwinding dsDNA. Here we have examined the interaction of DUF with chromatin. DUF was incorporated into chromatin assembled from sperm heads and from plasmid DNA in egg extracts. It was revealed that the chromatin assembled in egg extracts immunodepleted of DUF is less sensitive to micrococcal nuclease (NNase) digestion than that assembled in control extracts, indicating that chromatin containing DUF has more decompact structure than that without DUF. Also we found that DUF has a high affinity for core histones in vitro. We suggest that the function of DUF may be to make the chromatin structure accessible to replication factors.